Due to the construction (design principle) and the materials used KRACHT series KP 2 / KP 3 external gear pumps are suitable for use under the most stringent operating conditions. The housing and the flange mounting cover (see the sectional drawing) -both made of gray cast iron -have high dynamic load capabilities and are therefore insensitive to peak pressures and permanent oscillations. Large-scale PTFE-Pb coated plain bronze bearings on steel backs in the housing and the flange mounting cover carry the extremely finely ground bearing pins of the gear, which consists of the driving shaft pinion.
The tooth profiles of the gear, which is made of case hardened steel, are ground to achieve the best running characteristics. A considerable reduction in the volume flow fluctuation and thus of the pressure pulsation is achieved through the high number of teeth (z = 14) and in combination with a tooth from shaped in accordance with the special requirements of hydraulics and the optimum ra-
Function
Construction ting of the expansion grooves in the quench oil area. This leads to much lower noise levels for the pumps, or for complete systems and machines.
The function of the axial play compensation that is essential for high pressure pumps is carried out by the sliding plates located at the side of the gear. These have hydraulic pressure fields that guarantee compensation of the axial play on all operating pressures.
The sliding plates are designed so that play is compensated inde-pendently of the viscosity. This ensures a high degree of volumetric and mechanical efficiency at every working point.
Depending on the temperature or the media, NBR or FKM sealing gaskets can be used to meet a wide range of application requirements. Multiple pump combinations of the same or different sizes are possible.
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High Pressure Gear Pumps KP 2 / KP 3 Note
External loads
Loads acting on the drive shaft end from outside impair the functions of the doublegland bearing. Radial loads can be absorbed in dependence on the extent and the direction of the loads. Axial Ioads are not permissible.
To absorb outer loads only those pump types shall be used which are equipped with an outboard bearing.
Direction of rotation
Regarding the direction of rotation basically the following applies provided the view is directed toward the drive shaft end: Drive shaft end rotating clockwise: Flow direction from left to right. Drive shaft end rotating anticlockwise:
Flow direction from right to left. 
Gear Pumps
Gear pumps for lubricating oil supply equipment, low pressure filling and feed systems, dosing and mixing systems.
Mobile Hydraulics
Single and multistage high pressure gear pumps, hydraulic motors and valves for construction machinery, vehicle-mounted machines.
Flow Measurement
Gear, turbine and screw type flow meters and electronics for volume and flow metering technology in hydraulics, processing and laquering technology.
Industrial Hydraulics / Test Bench Construction
Cetop directional control and proportional valves, hydraulic cylinders, pressure, quantity and stop valves for pipe and slab construction, hydraulic accessories for industrial hydraulics (mobile and stationary use).
Technology Test benches / Fluid Test benches.
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Gear Pumps
Hydraulics
Single and multistage high pressure gear pumps and hydraulic motors for construction machinery, vehicle-mounted machines.
Flow Measurement
Gear, turbine and screw type flow meters and electronics for volume and flow metering techno logy in hydraulics, processing and laquering technology.
Valves
Cetop directional control and proportional valves, pressure, quantity and stop valves for pipe and slab construction. 
